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ABSTRACT
Techniques are described herein for using Radio Frequency (RF) signal features at
multiple Access Points (APs) to detect the orientation of a client device. These orientationrelated RF signal features may be used over time and over multiple APs to perform device
tracking/authentication and pattern recognition in 5G or Internet of Things (IoT) networks.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Current location systems provide a solution to locate user devices. However, such
systems cannot predict the orientation of the user devices. Accordingly, a method is
described to predict the orientation of user devices through wireless signal features at
multiple receivers (Access Points (APs)). Because RF signal features may be correlated
with device orientation, operations based on orientation-related RF signal features may be
performed in 5G or Internet of Things (IoT) networks. These operations may include
position detection, motion detection, pattern recognition, device fingerprinting, and device
authentication.
Signal features (e.g., Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) and polarization)
at multiple receivers may be used to determine the orientation of the transmitter. Any
orientation/rotation in a three-dimensional space may be categorized by yaw, roll, and pitch.
Particularly, polarization measurements may be used to predict roll (against the x-axis) and
pitch (against the y-axis) of the transmitter. Absolute/relative RSSI of different (e.g.,
vertical and horizontal) polarizations at the receiver may correspond to the yaw (against
the z-axis) of the transmitter. Augmenting with RSSI (or RSSI and Angel of Arrival (AoA))
measurements at multiple receivers may predict the yaw of the transmitter. The RSSI at
multiple receivers may correspond to the client antenna pattern and the yaw of the
transmitter. A mismatch between the AoA and RSSI location results may correspond to the
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yaw of the transmitter. The RF signal features may be further used over time to perform
orientation-related pattern recognition.
RSSI and radiation polarization may be used as wireless sensed modalities, at
multiple receivers, to make a prediction as to the orientation of the transmitter mounted
device. Also, the derived orientation information may be used in a general acute and
chronic classification scheme in order to make predictions about the physical state of the
device and/or authenticate the device in a network. Any appropriate wireless protocol may
be used.
Figure 1 below illustrates an example flowchart.

Figure 1

User device orientation may be detected in a wireless network, and may be
combined with current location schemes. Use cases include detecting whether a soldier is
standing or laying down in military applications, whether a door/window is open or closed,
or whether an object is placed correctly in smart home applications. Further use cases
include motion detection based on orientation-related RF signal features, obtaining an RF
signature to generate a fingerprint of a user device, and device tracking in IoT networks.
Authentication may also be performed based on a unique orientation-related RF
signal signature. If a surveillance camera rotates over time, the motion signature (detected
by wireless signals) may be used to block traffic from any devices that claim to be a
surveillance camera but do not follow the rotating pattern. On the other side, if it is
confirmed that the traffic is from a camera, faulty detection for that camera may be
performed. A similar example involves using the specific vibration pattern of machines for
authentication (this may help determine, for example, relative orientation).
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For polarization measurements, a single antenna receiver may be used with an RF
switch for different polarization modes, or a co-located dual antenna may be used with
orthogonal polarization. This may help improve accuracy if the transmitter has a linear
polarization (e.g., vertical/horizontal polarization) for some RF tags / IoT device.
Taking AoA and RSSI measurements may involve using at least 3 receivers that
can have any polarization. The transmitter may have a non-isotropic antenna pattern, which
is usually the case due to antenna design/mechanical parts. This helps to improve accuracy
if the transmitter has a highly directional antenna pattern (e.g., an additional directional
antenna at the IoT device). With a different device orientation, the signal strength at
multiple receivers may drastically change.
Any topology of a usual enterprise setup with dense AP/receiver deployment may
implement these techniques. There may be a Line-of-Sight (LOS) path to some of the
APs/receivers.
Signaling may be performed using any wireless signals (e.g., Wi-Fi®, Bluetooth®
Low Energy (BLE), etc.) transmitted for the period of channel coherence. This may only
require signals from the user device (transmitter) to the AP (receiver).
Polarization may be measured by taking an RSSI reading

along polarization

(e.g., a mode of the switch antenna, or one of the co-located antennas) at the receiver and
then taking a series of readings

,

,…,

along different polarizations. The switch

antenna may switch the polarization mode during the reception of one packet to obtain
multiple different RSSI readings. Measurements for at least two polarizations that are
orthogonal with each other may be acquired. For each polarization, the RSSI measurement
may be averaged within a short amount of time to remove small fluctuations.
An antenna array at the receiver may measure AoA.
Polarization measurements may be used for roll/pitch prediction. An
,

absolute/relative strength of RSSI reading

,…,

at multiple APs may be used to

predict the roll/pitch of the user device. The relative relationship among

,

,…,

at

one AP may be related to user device orientation and polarization. The relative relationship
of

,

,…,

at multiple APs may be related to the non-isotropic antenna pattern at

the user device. Comparing vertically and horizontally polarized RSSI may help detect
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,

device orientation. Clustering algorithms on

,…,

may be used at multiple APs

to detect the different roll/pitch of the user device.
The channel may remain the same for the different RSSI readings if antenna mode
is switched during packet reception/for co-located antennas. An average may remove
noise/small fluctuations.
Both LOS and non-LOS (NLOS) components of the signal for a particular
polarization at the receiver may be influenced by the orientation of the transmitter. For
multipath implementations, the LOS component may be greatly impacted by device
orientation. According to an Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
channel model, there may be an additional 10 dB reduction of the cross-polarized LOS
component, and an additional 3 dB reduction of the cross-polarized NLOS component. The
cross-polarization discrimination values have been found to be in the 7-15 dB range for
LOS conditions and in the 3-5 dB range for NLOS conditions.
To determine the radiation pattern of the user device, the antenna pattern of user
devices may be pre-stored in a database. When receiving signals from the user device, the
APs may use specific fields in the packet to determine the type of the user device and look
up its antenna pattern in the database. Even if the APs do not have the antenna pattern of
the user device, the relative orientation/orientation change of the user device may
nonetheless be detected by changing signal features at multiple APs.
AoA and RSSI may be used for yaw prediction by taking a series of location
,

measurements of pure AoA
,

measurements
obtain location
,

,…,

,…,

,…,

within a short amount of time. The

may be averaged or otherwise combined in some way to

. Similarly, a series of location measurements of pure RSSI
may be taken within short amount of time and combined (e.g., averaged)

to obtain the location

.

/

Angle

may be

calculated and used to predict the yaw of the user device.
The RSSI location assumes that the transmitter has an isotropic radiation pattern,
but the AoA location does not. In practice, the AoA location converges to the actual
location of the transmitter. In practice, the RSSI location converges to a different location
with a “non-existing device” of an isotropic antenna pattern which has the same RSSI
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pattern at the multiple APs as the actual transmitter but with the non-isotropic antenna
pattern.
Figures 2-11 below illustrate various simulation results. Figure 2 below illustrates
a topology (top) view of a user device with an antenna pattern in the right table, 3dBm
transmission power, and four APs. The IEEE channel model has tuned parameters. This
simulation takes the antenna pattern and arbitrary orientation into consideration. The Rice
K-factor is 2.2 dB, and thus LOS and NLOS are about the same strength.

Figure 2

Figure 3 below illustrates yaw prediction with device yaw at 0 degrees, Figure 4
below illustrates yaw prediction with device yaw at 90 degrees, and Figure 5 below
illustrates yaw prediction with device yaw to be 180 degrees. Averaging the location
measurements (or combining them in some way) yields locations lA and lR. The relative
location of IR compared to IA may be used to determine the yaw of the user device.

Figure 3
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Figure 4

Figure 5

Figures 6-11 below illustrate roll/pitch prediction with a similar setup as described
above. The ratio between the RSSI of the horizontal and vertical polarization may be used
to detect the orientation of the user device. There may be a correlation between device
orientation and RF signal features over multiple APs. The RF signal features may be
observed over time and over multiple APs to perform pattern recognition related to client
orientation.
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Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8
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Figure 9

Figure 10

Figure 11

An iPhone® was used for experimental measurements. Wi-Fi RSSI (at both the
iPhone and the AP) experienced approximately 5 dB changes when the iPhone was rotated.
Cellular RSSI at the iPhone (by entering the iPhone test mode) experienced approximately
20 dB changes when the iPhone was rotated. This may be due to different antenna designs
in the Wi-Fi and cellular bands. There may be a correlation between device orientation and
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RSSI readings. The RF signal features may be observed over time and over multiple APs
to perform pattern recognition related to device orientation.
In summary, techniques are described herein for using RF signal features at
multiple APs to detect the orientation of a client device. These orientation-related RF signal
features may be used over time and over multiple APs to perform device
tracking/authentication and pattern recognition in 5G or IoT networks.
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